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“you can’t just go out on the farm and count 
cows and measure milk anymore”
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This study was incredibly valuable, not just for the new perspective, but also for reinforcing what we already understood about the needs of our UF research community.  It provided a bit of a push for us to move forward with our already shifting directions.



Image of costs
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So what did we learn? This is probably what many of you learned who participated in the study. That not only is the agricultural research environment complex, it covers a wide breadth of research areas (including agricultural education,  soil science, ag economics and natural resource management…), but it also has complex barriers when attempting to collect, access, or analyze data.One of these barriers is the incredibly high cost of data analysisAs one researcher stated, “95% of the time, (is required) in investing and collating and putting the data in useful form… we should be really using the time [for] analyses and brainstorming the results”.  And another, “It’s crushing, the amount of data to look at. So, okay. Great. Now we’ve got all the storage we need. We got all the data we need. Now, how are we going to process it?” 



Framework? 
Sukumar, Sreenivas Rangan & C. Ainsworth, Keela. (2014). Pattern Search in Multi-structure Data: A Framework for the Next-
Generation Evidence-based Medicine. Progress in Biomedical Optics and Imaging - Proceedings of SPIE. 9039. 
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Another area of complexity is the framework of support that has to be created.  What type of data? Where do we store it? How do we curate it?  How do we analyze it? How do we ensure it is discoverable and accessible for future researchers? Another researcher we interviewed shared: “Perhaps the biggest development for us in the last 10 years has been the data side of the analysis….it has brought a whole new framework of how to deal with data, how to test it, how to store it, how to curate it and so on”. And what the libraries learned is that we could and should participate in that support framework. 



Public good
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We learned that UF researchers care deeply about their return on investment, as well as the government’s return on the tax payers’ investment.  Several of those we interviewed felt that return on investment included the availability of their data for other researchers to use. Libraries are still struggling to provide avenues for making data available for re-use. A few of our UF offerings have been to identify appropriate existing repositories, such as Zenodo and Dryad, but also to understand when our own repository (IR@UF) is appropriate. 
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When is the IR@UF an appropriate venue?  Does it have to do with the size of the dataset?  Or the sustainability of the data?  One interviewee said:“I've heard about it [IR@UF], and it doesn't have shape in my mind as to what it is. So I've love to hear about it, like, go to a session or something and hear more about it, but I don't know if you guys do that. But you know, what kinds of things would go in there? Do you take datasets? Do you take the whole gamut of things we just talked about? Well, cool… And how accessible is it? Is it indexed?”If we haven’t figured out these small details, it’s easy enough to understand why many of the researchers interviewed haven’t used the IR@UF!
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Now let's talk briefly about the national report and the tie-ins to local discussions about dataIthaka S+R: “…examined the changing research methods and practices of academic agriculture scholars in the United States, with the goal of identifying services to better support them.” (national report, Executive Summary)19 academic institutions (including NAL)233 ag scholars interviewed95 of these transcripts analyzed by Ithaka S+R for national report“These transcripts yielded findings in the following thematic areas in which agriculture wouldbenefit from improved or new services: working with others, discovering and accessing information, information management, and audience, output and credit.”



Discovering information 
through automation and social media
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Develop and promote best practices for discovering information through automation and social media. Agriculture scholars rely on tools and services to keep up with the literature in their field, and social media is emerging as a preferred approach.�Interestingly the national report Exec Summary stated : “Agriculture scholars report relatively low challenges with digital discovery and access, particularly in contrast to information management, ….in which a lack of services and support, coupled with gaps in responsibility, lead scholars to utilize idiosyncratic approaches to the detriment of longtermpreservation.”
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As at UF, information management was identified in the national report as an area of service need.Data cleaning and monitoring may be delegated to students, post-docs, or lab workers with technical responsibilities; however, delegating these tasks can be challenging because it requires training, managing, and overseeing others to ensure that the standards for accuracy are maintained. �



Recommendations

Discovery & Access of Information

Information Management

Dissemination of Research
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Recommendations of national reportWhile we are focusing on data aspects of Information Management, its worthwhile to recall that the Ithaka study produced recommendations for services to address researchers needs in discovery & access of information and in dissemination of research, what the national report labeled “audience, output and credit”.Regarding Information Management, the national report found that “Agriculture scholars … largely design and maintain [data] collections independently andidiosyncratically, for which they currently receive minimal to no oversight or trainingfrom those with expertise in information management.”Recommended actions included educate scholars on best practices for organizing & preserving their information, developing digital storage services responsive to scholar’s needs and partnering with scholars and departments to improve transitions for personal information collections.------   ------    -----Discovery & Accessing Information Streamline and simplify information discovery platforms•  Develop and promote best practices for discovering information through automationand social media. •  Focus on training students in information discovery and retrieval.Dissemination of Research (Audience, Output and Credit) • Develop and strengthen services to help faculty articulate the value of their publications.• Improve the features and functionality of society journals. [page charges] • Advocate for and create mechanisms for recognizing and rewarding data sharing whenAppropriate. • Create best practices and infrastructures for effectively communicating agricultureresearch to the public.
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Agriculture scholars report challenges with data management because data collection and analysis often involves working with others. The libraries supposition is that we too should be involved in this work, on some level, helping to build and facilitate collaboration. 



http://arcs.uflib.ufl.edu/
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So now I want to talk about ARCS – UF’s Academic Research Consulting & Services. At MSL, librarians had long fit into a traditional subject liaison model.  However, liaisons slowly developed new specialized “functional” skills (such as 3D printing, digital publishing, and Responsible Conduct of Research) that turned us into a blended model. We could both use these skills to build relationships with academic units, but also meet the strategic needs of the university.  Over the years we also hired several “functional” positions, including GIS and Informatics librarians.   [also Scholarly Communication, Data Management and Assessment librarians]It’s important to note that while these librarians are described as “functional” we do not mean to imply that the liaison librarians are non-functional!  We all work hard to meet the needs of our research community.Good read: Hoodless & Pinfield, 2016 Subject vs. functional: Should subject librarians be replaced by functional specialists in academic libraries? In Journal of Librarianship and Information Science.
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Academic Research Consulting & Services was created to showcase the library’s research support expertise and services in one web location, and to also discuss ways for the Libraries to develop effective ways to support research across disciplines. ARCS includes 8 overall areas: Data Management, Spatial Information Services, Visualization, Statistical and Data Analysis, Research Metrics, Digital Humanities, Publishing and Archiving, and Research Integrity.After Ithaka S+R, the UF Libraries better understood the needs of agricultural researchers. The libraries are better positioned to support research initiatives and serve as partners and consultants for new and existing research grants. The Ithaka work didn't create ARCS, but has been a catalyst for many of our data support services. 
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Moving beyond general data management support, we now focus on statistical and data analysis.  We teach classes in R and Python to help students acquire the skills they need to succeed. Our Informatics Librarian has created a Day of R and revived the R User Group, building further support. The Informatics Librarian is also a newly certified instructor in Data Carpentry ---Describe data carpentry:  Students receive training in programming languages like R and Python, version control with Git and GitHub, SQL database queries, OpenRefine, and Excel.  All useful STEM skills.From an instructor perspective, Data Carpentry certification teaches you how to teach these types of skills. It's also a great nationally branded approach that many STEM students and faculty are familiar with. 



Convergence Research

Jensenius, A. R., 2012, Disciplinarities: Intra, cross, multi, inter, trans
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One area that ARCS is now exploring is the area of convergence research. Librarians are vaguely familiar with the differences between inter-, multi, and trans-disciplinary research.  Convergence is the next step and one that is a new initiative of the NSF and the USDA. These types of research have to do with how much the researchers on a team share their research frameworks and language. Convergence research is the emergence of a new framework out of a multi-disciplinary project.  It's the "unanticipated convergence of two very different research directions" - a good example being human tissue engineering and 3D printing. So the question we have, is how does ARCS or other library services support this type of cutting-edge research?How do libraries successfully engage in the convergence revolution?How do we create infrastructure to enable convergence research? Image from: http://www.arj.no/2012/03/12/disciplinarities-2/



Oyster Restoration Project
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While not convergence research, the UF Libraries have a flagship project that we feel exemplifies the data possibilities of ARCS.  Last year, the Data Management Librarian was approached by an ag researcher looking to model, collect, store, and re-use national level data related to oyster bed restoration.  The Libraries initially thought we would assist with data management planning, but ARCS staff quickly realized that the project included database development, data modelling, and remote sensing support. The overall project is an 8-year, 8.3 Million dollar grant funded by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation to restore degraded coastal oyster reefs in the Big Bend area of Florida. The libraries received a sub-award for over $53,000.  [excerpt from Peter Frederick’s lab website:] oyster reef communities are probably the most endangered marine community globally.  reefs have declined by over 88% in 30 yr in the Big Bend area of Florida, largely due to decreased freshwater flows to the coast.  reef degradation and salinization of estuaries are strongly linked.  work to restore entire chains of reefs with durable substrate



Recovery and Resilience of Oyster Reefs 
in the Big Bend of Florida

http://www.wec.ufl.edu/oysterproject/restoration.php
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At this time, the Data Management Librarian is working to implement the grant proposal data management plan, the Informatics Librarian and a Library IT programmer are assisting with database development (including determining database elements, developing the architecture, and assisting in implementation of a relational database in MySQL), and the GIS librarian is assisting with remote sensing and GIS processing. We aren’t just “managing” data anymore.  Our Informatics Librarian described his work with data to be “wrangling” which I thought was an appropriate term for this audience. The “Recovery and Resilience of Oyster Reefs in the Big Bend of Florida” project will target the Lone Cabbage reef chain in the Suwannee Sound. The UF/IFAS team plans to restore up to 32 acres (encompassing about 3 linear miles) of reef.
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This work led to conversations about the role of the Libraries in data modeling and processing vs. the role of UF IT. UF IT also do consultations, but were understaffed.The Libraries see a relevant role in all aspects of the data lifecycle. We are information strategists, with skills compatible with data organization and data sustainability (in support of data re-use). We are having hard conversations about when a traditional consultation turns into a fee-based project.  This isn't a service we can't sustain without being fee-based, as this type of work impacts the day-to-day responsibilities of staff. In our case we are a tenure-track environment, so this is a wonderful opportunity for both the ag researchers and the librarians involved
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I want to acknowledge everyone who has participated in this work to date. It’s truly a team effort!
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